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Sybase IQ Users:

Top 5 Reasons to Switch to Infobright for Analytics
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The need for business analytics has grown dramatically
across all industries, outpacing the availability of technical
expertise and budget to successfully implement it. At the
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same time, the volume of data to be analyzed has explod-
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ed, exacerbating these personnel and budget issues.
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Organizations capture, track, analyze and store everything
from massive quantities of transactional, online and mobile
data, to growing amounts of machine-generated data. In
fact, machine-generated data—including sources ranging
from web, telecom network and call detail records, data
from online gaming, social networks, sensors, computer
logs, satellites, financial transaction feeds, and more—represents the fastest-growing category of big data.
While Sybase IQ and other solutions store and analyze
machine-generated data, Infobright’s purpose-built analytic database lets you do so at far lower cost and with far
less work than these alternatives.
This paper outlines the top five reasons that you should use
Infobright for your analytics. Spoiler alert: we can save you
time, money and heartache.

Figure 1. Machine-Generated Data Drives Big Data
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1. You’re Not Made of Money
At Infobright, we know that budgets aren’t scaling to match the additional analytic requirements you face. That’s why we
offer low-cost enterprise subscriptions that include product licenses, updates, outstanding support and more.
Simply pay per terabyte and choose your desired service level. That’s it. There are no arduous compliance procedures or
onerous auditing processes. Infobright also has a simple pricing scheme appropriate for ISVs and OEMs if you are currently embedding an analytic database into your own solution.
What’s more, our database has the highest average data compression rate in the industry—averaging 20:1. Many customers report compression rates of 40:1 and more. What that means to you is far less hardware to support your growing
volumes of data. It also means you can store much more data history with a lot less storage.
Bottom Line: Infobright’s licensing costs and significantly reduced hardware requirements will save you
lots of money.
“Infobright offered the only solution that could handle our current data load and scale to accommodate a projected growth rate of 70 percent, without incurring prohibitive hardware and licensing
costs.”

2. You Have Better Things To Do Than Babysit Your Database
Tired of repetitive database administration tasks? The Infobright solution combines a columnar database structure with
intelligence we call the Knowledge Grid to deliver fast query response with unmatched administrative simplicity: no
indexes, no data partitioning, and no manual tuning.
Just load and go:
• Simple to implement and manage, requiring little administration
• Self-managing with no need to create indexes, projections, or partitioned data
• Use the Business Intelligence (BI) tools or programming languages you know. Infobright is compatible with
major BI tools such as Actuate/BIRT, Cognos, Business Objects, MicroStrategy, Pentaho, Jaspersoft, Talend and
others, and uses the MySQL drivers for ODBC, JDBC etc.
Bottom Line: Our self-managing analytic database translates into 90% less administrative effort than
other solutions. You can be running your first queries within minutes of downloading our software.
“Our sales application has been up and running for more than 45 days now and we have not had to touch
it once. This means that the time previously devoted to data administration can now be directed to highervalue activities.”
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3. You’re Not a Fortune Teller
The problem with the queries your business users want to run today? You didn’t know about them yesterday. Ad-hoc
queries are increasingly critical to discover, assess, and respond to emerging business opportunities.
Since Infobright uses intelligence, not hardware or DBA tuning, to drive query performance, its ad-hoc query response is
just as fast as for planned queries. The Knowledge Grid:
• Creates information about the data upon load, automatically
• Uses this information to eliminate or reduce the need to access data to respond to a query
• Delivers faster responses than alternatives, since there is less data that needs to be accessed
• Gives users total flexibility in queries since ad-hoc queries are as fast as anticipated queries
In addition, your users need to analyze today’s data—sometimes just a few minutes old—not yesterday’s data, to optimize
systems, user experience, and business opportunities before your competition does. And they need it fast.
Infobright was created just for these challenges. Our fast data loading options let your users have near-real-time access to
their data. In addition, query and load performance remain constant as the size of the database grows.
Bottom line: Fast ad-hoc analytics plus outstanding load speed—tests have shown it can load over 2TB
of data per hour into a table—allow your users near-real-time access to the data they need.
“With Infobright, [this customer] has access to data within minutes of transactions occurring, and can run
ad-hoc queries with amazing performance.”

4. You Want an Analytic Database with a Promising Future (and can the future start today?)
What do you think when you hear these words: We’re from SAP and we’re here to help. If you think SAP HANA is the wave
of the future, and that Sybase IQ as part of this developing SAP database monolith is the right path for your company’s
analytic needs, then good for you. But, if you’re wondering how long SAP will invest in an aging, proprietary technology,
you’re in good company. Tony Baer1, senior analyst at Ovum, recently asked, “Given the hype over HANA, how does SAP
convince Sybase ASE, IQ, and SQL Anywhere customers that they’re not headed down a dead end street?”
At Infobright, we believe that the future of closed, one-size-fits-all databases is over, and that successful technologies have
to be nimble and integrate easily with other solutions. We offer both an open source and a commercial edition of our
software. Since we’re built on MySQL, we play well with others—even HANA. And all this flexibility is available today so
switching from Sybase IQ to Infobright is quick and easy.
• We leverage MySQL’s extensive connectivity to programming languages, as well as leading ETL and reporting
solutions, so you can plug and play with Infobright as your needs dictate
• Our Hadoop connector makes it easy to integrate the power of Hadoop with the ad-hoc, near-real-time capabilities of Infobright
SAP and databases no longer an oxymoron,” ZDNet, April 12, 2012, http://www.zdnet.com/blog/gardner/sap-and-databases-no-longer-an-oxymoron/4584
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Bottom Line: Look to the future—the days of proprietary, one-size-fits-all databases are over. Choose the best
tools for each job, and make sure they are designed to work easily with other systems.
Companies such as mobile advertising leader InMobi use Infobright in conjunction with Hadoop. They
stream about 60-70 TBs of raw data logs into the Hadoop cluster each month, and load 3-4 TBs of summary
information into Infobright for near-real-time analysis.

5. Did We Mention You’re Not Made of Money?
Beyond our low-cost licensing options, Infobright saves customers money on both OPEX and CAPEX. The Infobright high-performance database:
• Eliminates the need for complex hardware infrastructure
• Runs on low-cost, industry standard servers
• A single server can scale to support 50 TB of data
• Industry-leading data compression (10:1 up to 40:1) significantly reduces the amount of storage needed and their associated maintenance costs
• 90% less work to manage means much lower operational expenses
The bottom line: Customers using Infobright have found their overall costs reduced by 50% and more, even in the
face of massive machine-generated data.
“Using Infobright allowed JDSU to meet the aggressive goals we set for our new product release: reducing storage and increasing data history retention by 5x, significantly reducing costs, and meeting the fast
data load rate and query performance needed by the world’s largest network operators.”

Summary and Next Steps
Infobright’s high performance analytic database is designed to handle business-driven queries on large volumes of data—without
IT intervention. Easy to implement and manage, Infobright provides the answers your business users need at a price you can afford.
If you decide to consider Infobright as part of your analytic solutions, you can try it for yourself, free. Download a free trial of our
Enterprise Edition at www.infobright.com. For more information, please visit http://www.infobright.com or join our open source
community at http://www.infobright.org.
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